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Hyabusa2 Returns Asteroid Material to Earth
• Japan's Hyabusa2 mission completed its mission by
delivering samples from the
asteroid Ryugu to Earth
• On Saturday 5th Dec a
descent capsule separated
from Hyabusa and entered
the atmosphere at 11 km/sec
Credit: JAXA/EPA
before deploying a parachute,
landing safely in the Australian outback near Woomera
• The capsule is believed to contain 100+ gms of rock.
– National History Museum, Manchester & Glasgow Unis will work on
some of the material. Hope is to learn about formation of early Solar
System and whether Earth's water came from asteroids

• Hyabusa is now on its way to another small asteroid just 30
metres across, reaching it in 2031

China's Chang'e 5 returns from Moon
• China’s Change’5 return
capsule safely parachuted
down and landed in Inner
Mongolia on Weds Dec 16th
• This has been China’s
most complex robotic space
mission to date

Credit: CNSA

‒ launched by Long March 5 on Nov 23rd, landed on Moon Dec 1st
‒ ascender vehicle took off on Dec 3rd and conducted 1st ever robotic
docking around the Moon, transferring samples capsule to return
vehicle then separating and crashing into Moon
‒ Return vehicle set off on Dec 12th, releasing return capsule 3,000
miles out, which skimmed atmosphere to slow and then re-entered

• CNSA have announced that 1.73 kg of rocks and dust were
recovered, some of which will be shared internationally

SpaceX Starship Prototype SN8 & RUD
• Before the flight Elon Musk
had given the test of SN8
a 1 in 3 chance of success.
• Despite its fireball ending
SpaceX was delighted with it.
Artists impression: ESA

‒ 3 Raptor engines behaved well
‒ 1st ever ”belly flop” to horizontal
using flap control for aerodynamic flight towards landing site
‒ 1st ever flip to vertical landing position from horizontal
‒ pressure drop in nose cone tanks caused descent to slow
insufficiently for controlled landing, resulting in explosion

• Musk described this as an R-U-D
• Rapid Unscheduled Disassembly !

• SN9 launch expected within next 2 weeks
• SN10 construction near complete
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Misc Spaceflight News
• One Web launches another 36 of its broadband
satellites, 1st activity since rescue from bankruptcy
– By Soyuz from Vostochny Cosmodrome
– 74 already in orbit, planned constellation of 650

• Virgin Galactic 1st sub-orbital test flight from its new
Spaceport America HQ in New Mexico had to be
aborted immediately after the space-plane was
dropped from its White Knight carrier aircraft
– pilots successfully glided VSS Unity back to the runway.
– computer communications loss identified as cause of
abort of firing the rocket motor

Misc Spaceflight News
• SpaceX launches its 1st new generation Dragon 2
cargo vessel to ISS with 3.2 tons of supplies
– Derived from Crew Dragon “space taxi”
– Can take 20% more cargo than original Dragon and stay
in space for 75 days, more than twice as long

• One item taken to ISS was the 1st commercial
airlock, built by US company Nanoracks
– carried to ISS in Dragon 2’s external trunk
– removed then fitted onto spare port by ISS’s robotic arm
– will be used to launch satellites placed inside by ISS
crew and also to expose experiments to vacuum

Misc Spaceflight News
• NASA has named a squad of 18 astronauts from
which the Artemis Moon missions will be drawn
– Nine male, nine female

• NASA says Canadian astronaut will fly on Artemis 2
– this is the first manned flight of NASA’s Orion deep
space capsule, launched by the giant SLS rocket, which
will fly around and 4,000 miles beyond the Moon before
returning to Earth, scheduled for 2023
– there will be three NASA astronauts plus the one
Canadian, all unnamed as yet
• there are four currently active Canadian astronauts

– this will be the first time any other nation apart from USA
has had someone in deep space

Two
New Dark
Sky Parks

Credit: Matthew Savage

• The Yorkshire Dales and North Yorks Moors National Parks
have been declared International Dark Sky Reserves
‒ 1,396 square miles, the largest in UK, amongst largest in Europe

• Apart from darkness the criteria includes community support,
encouraging dark-sky-friendly lighting, educational activities
• following a 5 year campaign, this will boost astrotourism in the area

“Golden” Asteroid
• Hubble has just taken images of
Asteroid 16 Psyche
– part of the main asteroid belt

• About 140 miles in diameter it's
made almost entirely of nickel & iron
– thought to be the core of some
shattered proto-planet that has lost its
mantle and crust

Credit: Maxar/ASU/P. Rubin/NASA/JPL-Calt

• Worth $10,000,000,000,000,000,000 !
– that's 70,000 times the entire global economy!
– $1.3 billion for each person on Earth!

• NASA is launching (SpaceX Super Heavy) a survey mission
in July 2022, arriving 2026 and will spend 21 months in orbit
– chance to study a planetary core directly, which can't be done for

Eartth, Mars, etc

Oz Maps Millions of Galaxies in Detail
• A new Australian
radio telescope has
conducted a sky survey
mapping 3 million galaxies
• Australian Square Kilometre
Array Pathfinder (ASKAP)

Credit: CSIRO

– 36x 12 metre dishes working together as one large telescope,
yielding fine resolution at fraction of the cost of a large dish
– spread out on 6 km baselines 700 miles north of Perth in WA

• The map was produced after 300 hours with just 903
images, in the past it has taken tens of thousands.
• One million previously undiscovered galaxies were found
• Data publicly available worldwide for study of star
formation and galaxy/black hole interaction

Gaia’s 3rd Data Release
• ESA’s Gaia spacecraft
continues to map the positions
and movements Milky Way
stars in unprecedented detail
• Its third Early Data Release
was announced on 3rd Dec
and includes data on:

Credit: ESA

– position and brightness of more than 1.8 billion stars
– parallax and proper motion of close to 1.5 billion stars
– colour of more than 1.5 billion stars
– more than 1.6 million extra-galactic sources of light
including stars, globular clusters, and more distant galaxies.

• This data has allowed the mapping of the density of our
Milky Way galaxy, how it has grown from collisions with
other galaxies and predictions of how it will grow over time

Misc Astronomical News
• Exo “Planet Nine” discovered around binary star
– It’s been hypothesised that there’s a large planet (Planet Nine) in
the far outer reaches of the Solar System at a steeply inclined orbit
– such a planet has been discovered using 14 years of Hubble data
around a double star 336 LY away, and masses 11 Jupiters
– its orbit takes 15,000 years and is 730 AU from its parents

• Radio Astronomers worried about Lunar 4G
– NASA has commissioned Nokia to design how a 4G phone network
could be set up on the Moon, once landing there begins again.
– given that Jodrell Bank could detect an phone on Mars, radio
astronomers are becoming concerned about the effect of a 4G
network broadcasting out from much closer at hand.
– radio telescopes are incredibly sensitive. Carl Sagan once said that
all the energy from signals received from outside the Solar System
was less that of a snowflake hitting the ground.
– international binding legislation is needed to stop tech pollution
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What’s Up - Planets
• Mercury
‒ Visible this month during last three weeks, low in SW,
30 mins after sunset at start, 90 mins at end. Best on 24th

• Venus
– Venus continues to blaze away as a morning object at
magnitude -3.9, low in the SE. At the start of the month it
rises 1hrs 30 mins before the Sun, but by the end of the
month this has reduced to just 26 mins.

• Mars
– Past its best but still good all this month high in the South
but dimming from magnitude -0.2 at start to +0.4 at end.

What’s Up - Planets
• Jupiter & Saturn
– The two gas giants are still close together easily spotted low
in the South West just after sunset. Saturn pulls further away
from Jupiter as the month progresses, both lost to the twilight
from mid-month onwards. On 10th they’re joined by Mercury

• Uranus
– Well positioned high in the South for the entire month, a
binocular object at mag +5.7

• Neptune
– Visible at the start of the month in the South West, but by the
end of the month it will have been lost in the twilight. A
telescope is needed as it is only magnitude +7.9

.

Astronomical Phenomena in January
• 2nd The Earth is at perihelion today, approx 5Mk closer
than when at aphelion, so the Sun’s disk is at its
largest for the year.

•2-3rd The Quantradids meteor shower peaks after midday

on 3rd so it’s worth trying the nights before and after.
These are swift meteors with a theoretical max of
120/hour. The radiant is above and to the left of Ursa
Major’s tail and above the top of Boötis’s head

• 9-13th Mercury joins Jupiter & Saturn to form a tight group

of three planets, within about 1.5o apart on 10th, but are
still close several days before and after. The thin
crescent Moon joins on 14th, just 35 mins after sunset

• 20th Mars (mag +0.2) is just 1.6o above Uranus (mag 5.8)
• 20th The ‘clara obscura effects of the Lunar X & Y can be
seen tonight at 7pm

Lunar X & Lunar V

Astronomical Phenomena in January
• 21st Mars is just 1.6o above and to right of the Moon.
•25th The Moon occults the bottom ⅔ of M35 open cluster
in Gemini, starting at 11p.m. and going on till 1a.m.
The dark leading edge of the waxing gibbous Moon
will cause the faint stars to wink out. The Moon also
occults the smaller open cluster NGC2058 at 10p.m.

•

Meetings at Local Societies
• Given the current Covid-19 situation, all physical
meetings at our local astronomical societies have
been cancelled until further notice, some continue
via Zoom for paid-up members.
• You might like however to see their websites for
items of interest:
–
–
–
–
–

Guildford AS
Farnham AS
Croydon AS
Ewell AS
Walton AG

http://www.guildfordas.org/
https://www.farnham-as.co.uk/
http://www.croydonastro.org.uk/
https://ewellastronomy.org/
http://www.waltonastrogroup.co.uk/

Free Meetings & Talks On-line
• British Astronomical Association: Zoom webinars
– “Recovering the UK's Next Meteorite”
– Wednesday 6th January at 7.00 - 8.00 p.m.
– Jim Rowe FRAS & Dr Ashley King
• https://www.britastro.org/node/25418

– “Now You See It, Now You Don’t”
– Saturday 23rd January at 2.30 - 4.00 p.m.
– Ann Bonnell
• (followed by Sky Notes by Dr. David Arditti)
• https://www.britastro.org/node/22281

– (will also be viewable via BAA's YouTube Channel)

Free Meetings & Talks On-line
• Society for Popular Astronomy: Zoom webinars
– “The Hubble Constant: a Crisis in Cosmology”
– Saturday 30th January at 2.00 - 4.00 p.m.
– Dr Stephen Feeney, UCL
• (followed by Sky Notes for Feb/March/April - Robin Scagell)
https://www.popastro.com/main_spa1/meetings-andevents/forthcoming-meetings/
• (Will become available afterwards via SPA's website)

– “Friday Night Live with Vicky Video”
– Weekly on SPA’s Facebook page at 8.00 - 9.00 p.m.
– Chat show rather than meeting (should resume soon after break)

Free Meetings & Talks On-line
• British Interplanetary Society: Zoom webinars
– “Space 2069”
– Saturday 9th January at 2.00 - 3.15 p.m.
• Dr David Whitehouse
– “Between Space and Cyberspace,

the Risk for Space Missions”
– Wednesday 13th January at 6.00 - 7.15 p.m.
• Dr Stefano Zatti - Sapienza Uni, Rome
https://www.bis-space.com/events//
•

Meetings & talks on-line
• You can also pay £3.00 to watch this on-line
talk run by GoSpaceWatch: (book via Eventbrite)
– “The Search for Near Earth Objects”
– Jonathan R. Tate,
• SpaceGuard Centre (Knighton, Powys)

– Wednesday 6th January, 7.30 - 9.30 pm
– www.gospacewatch.co.uk/
– Book via Eventbrite

Astronomy on TV
The Sky at Night
“Pick Of The Year”
Chris and Maggie look back on 2020 with a selection of
highlights from the past year of The Sky At Night. Some
famous faces from the world of space and astronomy will
pick their own favourite memories from 2020 and the team
will also be selecting the the top highlights suggested by
viewers and readers of BBC Sky At Night Magazine. Will
your personal pick make the list?
Sunday
Thursday

10th January
14th January

BBC 4, 10.00 pm
BBC 4, 7.30 pm

